There is a typographical error in Equation 4 in the main text. The equation is also included in Text S1. Please view the correct version of the equation here: $$P\left( l \right) = \left( \frac{r}{d} \right)^{l}\frac{\left( \frac{k_{off}}{w} \right)^{l - 1}}{\left( \frac{\Gamma\left( {\frac{k_{off}}{w} + l} \right)}{\Gamma\left( {\frac{k_{off}}{w} + 1} \right)} \right)}\,\left( \frac{e^{\frac{k_{off}\ r}{d\ w}}k_{off}\ r({k_{off} - w})\left( \frac{k_{off}\ r}{d\ w} \right)^{- (\frac{k_{off}}{w})}\left( {\Gamma\ \left( \frac{k_{off} - w}{w} \right) - \Gamma\left( {- 1 + \frac{k_{off}}{w},\frac{k_{off}\ r}{d\ w}} \right)} \right)}{dw^{2}} \right)^{- 1}$$

This equation in reduced form is: $$P\left( l \right) = \frac{\left( \frac{rk_{off}}{d\ w} \right)^{\frac{k_{off}}{w} + l - 1}\ e^{- (\frac{k_{off}\ r}{d\ w})}\ \Gamma\left( {\frac{k_{off}}{w} - 1} \right)}{\Gamma\left( {\frac{k_{off}}{w} + l} \right)}\ \left( {\Gamma\left( {\frac{k_{off}}{w} - 1} \right) - \Gamma\left( {\frac{k_{off}}{w} - 1,\frac{k_{off}\ r}{d\ w}} \right)} \right)^{- 1}$$
